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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE ::::UDALGURI 

Present: Sri C.B. Gogoi, 
Sessions Judge, 

Udalguri. 
 

Crl. Appeal No. 22/2019 

 

   Binod Daimari..........................Accused/Appellant. 

     -Vs-  

   State of Assam…………...……………Respondent.  

Appearance: 

 For the appellants    : Mr. Madhab Chandra Narzary, Advocate. 

 For the respondent: Mr. Arabinda Basumatary, Public Prosecutor  

 Date of hearing      : 20-01-2021 & 17-02-2021 

 Date of judgment   : 25-02-2021 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1. This is an appeal U/S 374 Cr. P.C. assailing the judgment and order 

dated 2.9.2019 passed by learned Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri in 

Sessions case No.102 (D-U)/2017 convicting the appellant U/S 

326/307 IPC and sentencing him to undergo RI for 3 (three) years 

each and fine of Rs.10,000/- each U/S 326/307 IPC and in default of 

payment of fine to undergo SI for another 2 (two) months each. 

However, the sentences are directed to be run concurrently.  

 

2. The facts of the case, as narrated in the FIR, in brief, is that on 

24.6.2013 one Mukesh Boro lodged an FIR in the Udalguri PS stating 

inter-alia that on 23.6.2013 at about 11 p.m. while he alongwith 

Bhabesh Saharia and Raja Basumatary were proceeding from Golma 

Chowk of Udalguri towards the southern direction, accused Binod 

Daimari allegedly fired bullet hitting Bhabesh Saharia and after firing 

bullet accused left the place. Thereafter, some friends of informant 
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took Bhabesh Saharia to Udalguri Civil Hospital from where he was 

referred to Guwahati for better treatment. 

 
3. Following the information, police registered a case being Udalguri PS 

case No.72/2013 U/S 341/326/307 IPC R/W Section 27 Arms Act and 

on completion of investigation finally laid the charge-sheet against 

accused U/S 341/326/307 IPC R/W Section 27 of Arms Act and after 

full trial the learned Asstt. Sessions Judge finally delivered the 

judgment whereby accused was convicted and sentenced U/S 326/307 

IPC sentencing him to undergo RI for 3 (three) years each  and fine of 

Rs.10,000/- each and in default to undergo SI for another 2 (two) 

months each U/S 326/307 IPC. However, both the sentences are 

directed to run concurrently. 

 
4. Being highly aggrieved and dissatisfied with the impugned judgment, 

the appeal has been preferred amongst the following grounds:-  

(i) That the learned trial court erred in law and facts in convicting the 

appellants. 

(ii) That the learned trial court convicted the accused person based on 

contradictory and inconsistence evidence of PW4 and PW5 and 

thereby arrived at a wrong finding contending that at the relevant 

time Bhabesh Saharia was driving the bike and PW1 was sitting on the 

back alongwith PW5 Raja Basumatary. But the bullet hit Bhabesh and 

one of the bullet hit on the right hand of Bhabesh and on the other on 

the right leg. Moreover, 10/12 numbers of “Charaguli” were removed 

from the hand and leg of Bhabesh. But police did not seized those 

“Charaguli”. The accused fired the gun from inside the gate. But PW4 

Bhabesh Saharia in his deposition stated that he could not remember 

the numbers of bullet the accused had fired.  

(iii) That PW5 Raja Boro was another pillion rider who in his evidence 

stated that bullet hit on the right hand and leg of Bhabesh Saharia. 

Since Material Ext.A is the gun and 20 to 25 “Charagulies” were fired 

but there is no explanation where the remaining bullets were kept. But 
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the learned trial court failed to consider this vital material fact and 

arrived at a wrong conclusion which is liable to be set aside.  

(iv) It is further submitted that SBBL gun contain/accommodate 

around 20/25 “Guli”. 

(v) That the alleged victim PW4 Bhabesh Saharia in his evidence 

deposed that accused fired from the eastern side of the road and PW4 

suffered injury on the right hand and leg.  

(vi) That as per evidence of Dr. Nilim Kumar Deka, Bhabesh Saharia 

was admitted in the hospital with allegation of bullet injury on various 

part of his body. He also stated that he operated the patient and 

removed bullets from his right hand. But in his cross-examination 

PW11 stated that he operated left knee of the leg. Therefore, there is 

doubt regarding the authenticity of bullet injury. In his evidence PW1, 

PW4 and PW5 stated that they were coming from North to Southern 

direction and the accused person fired on them from the Eastern side 

of the road. So, bullet ought to hit the victim on the dorsal side (outer-

side) of the left thigh and left knee. But doctor operated in the inner 

side of left knee. Therefore, there is contradiction and inconsistency in 

the evidence. Under such circumstances accused person cannot be 

held guilty, but the learned trial court wrongly convicted the accused. 

(vii) That prosecution failed to seize the bullet removed from the 

victim. 

(viii) That the prosecution failed to examined the scientific expert of 

FSL.  

(ix) That from the evidence of PW3 it is clear that at the time of 

alleged occurrence accused was in his house inside the wall and PW1, 

4 and 5 were outside the gate and accused fired on the open sky to 

disperse others. Therefore, it cannot be said that the accused 

intentionally fired aiming the injured. Therefore, the learned trial court 

failed to appreciate the law and fact in right perspective and on this 

ground alone accused is liable to be acquitted.  

(x) That the finding of the learned trial court is not based on evidence 

which is perverse and liable to be set aside as the impugned decision 
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was taken without considering the important aspect of material 

evidence on record.   

(xi) That the learned trial court failed to appreciate the evidence on 

record and wrongly convicted the accused person on the basis of 

presumption and assumptions. So, the impugned judgment passed by 

learned Asstt. Sessions Judge in Sessions case No.102(D-U)/2017 U/S 

326/307 IPC is liable to be set aside and accused deserve to be 

acquitted from the aforesaid charges.  

 
5. Points for determination:- 

Whether the learned trial court failed to appreciate the evidence and 

documents on record in right perspective and recorded judgment of 

conviction against accused Binod Daimari U/S 326/307 IPC on the 

basis of surmises and conjectures and the same is liable to be 

interfered with by this court in appeal? 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

6. I have heard arguments of the learned lawyers appearing for the 

appellant as well as for the respondent/State. 

 

7. To properly appreciate the rival submissions, it would be appropriate 

to appreciate the impugned judgment passed by the learned trial 

Court in the context of the evidence and documents on record. The 

finding of the learned trial Court is that the prosecution has been able 

to establish the case against accused under Section 326/307 IPC 

beyond all reasonable doubt. The learned trial Court for arriving in the 

aforesaid decision mainly placed reliance on the evidence of PW1, 

PW4, PW5, PW6, PW9, PW10 and PW11 and hold the view that 

accused caused the bullet injury on the body of the victim with fire 

arms with criminal intention to kill him. Accordingly learned trial Court 

after appreciating the evidence held the accused guilty under Section 

326/307 IPC but acquitted the accused from the charge under Section 

27 of Arms Act.  
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8. Now after careful appraisal of the findings of the learned trial Court 

and on perusal of the evidence of prosecution witnesses particularly 

the evidence of PW1, PW4, PW5, PW6, PW9, PW10 and PW11 in the 

context of documents marked as exhibits: Ext.1, FIR, Ext.2, statement 

of informant Mukesh Boro recorded by Magistrate U/S 164 Cr.P.C., 

Ext.3, seizure list, Ext.4, statement of injured Bhabesh Saharia 

recorded by Magistrate U/S 164 Cr.P.C., Ext.5, statement of Raja 

Daimari recorded by Magistrate U/S 164 Cr.P.C., Ext.6, sketch map, 

Ext.7, seizure list of SBBL USA made gun (12 bore) vide gun No. 

233156 along with live cartridges, Ext.8, injury report of Bhabesh 

Saharia, Ext.9, treatment slip of injured Bhabesh Saharia, Ext.10, 

Forensic expert report, Ext.11, prosecution sanction issued by District 

Magistrate Udalguri, Ext.12, Charge sheet, this Court do not find 

infirmity in the findings of the learned trial Court that on the fateful 

night of 23-06-2013, accused fired bullet from his licensed gun to 

injured Bhabesh Saharia while he was proceeding to the house of 

accused alongwith Mukesh and Raja. PW4 Bhabesh Saharia in his 

evidence clearly deposed that accused Binod Daimary fired bullet at 

him with intent to kill him but bullet hit him on his right hand and left 

leg. At that time Mukesh and Raja who accompanied him fled away 

out of fear and informed about the incident to others. In his cross 

examination PW4 stated that at the time of incident he was riding the 

Bike and proceeding from Golma towards town i,e, from North to 

South direction. Accused fired at him from the eastern side of the road 

when he slowed down the bike. In his cross examination PW4 further 

deposed that accused fired bullet at him by opening the gate and by 

moving two steps out of the gate. The accused opened only the small 

gate at the time of incident and fired from the eastern side of the road 

and he got injury on his right hand and left leg but bullet did not hit 

on his bike. He was operated at Guwahati and bullets were removed 

from his hand and leg.  

 

9. The evidence of PW4, Bhabesh Saharia, the injured witness has been 

fully supported by the evidence of his two colleagues namely PW1, 
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Mukesh Boro (who is the informant as well) and PW5, Raja 

Basumatary who accompanied Bhabesh Saharia at the relevant time 

and all three moved together in the same bike, rode by Bhabesh 

Saharia. In his evidence PW1 Mukesh Boro deposed that on 23-06-

2013, at about 11.30 pm when he along with Bhabesh Saharia and 

Raja proceeding from Golma side towards SBI and arrived in front of 

the house of accused, accused came out from his residence and fired 

at them in the result bullet hit Bhabesh Saharia who fell down. But he 

and Raja somehow managed to escape and contacted his friends and 

also informed the police. Thereafter, Bhabesh was taken to hospital by 

ambulance and thereafter, he lodged the FIR. Ext.1 is the FIR. Ext.1 

(1) is his signature. Later on, Bhabesh was referred to Guwahati for 

treatment. M. Ext.A is the Gun by which accused fired on them. Police 

also got his statement recorded in Court under Section 164 Cr.P.C. 

Ext.2 is his statement and Ext.2 (1) is his signature. On perusal of the 

statement of Mukesh Boro recorded by Magistrate under Section 164 

Cr.P.C. it is seen that he has reiterated exactly the same fact as 

deposed by him in Court. Though the statement under Section 164 

Cr.P.C. is not a substantive piece of evidence but it can be used for 

the purpose of corroboration. Here in this case, PW1, Mukesh Boro in 

his evidence in Court on oath categorically corroborated the same fact 

narrated by him under Section 164 Cr.P.C. before Magistrate at first 

instance. Similarly, PW5, Raja Basumatary also corroborated the fact 

in material particulars by saying that when he along with Bhabesh 

Saharia and Mukesh Boro proceeded in a bike from Golma accused 

fired on them as a result of which two bullets have hit on the right 

hand and left leg of Bhabesh Saharia. But Mukesh and he somehow 

managed to escape from the spot and informed the matter to others 

and later on Bhabesh was taken to Udalguri Civil Hospital from where 

he was referred to Guwahati. According to him police also got his 

statement recorded u/S 164 Cr.P.C. Ext.5 is the said statement. Ext.5 

(1) is his signature. According to PW5 Material Ext.A is the gun with 

which accused fired on Bhabesh Saharia.  
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10. On careful assessment of the injured witness Bhabesh Saharia PW4 in 

conjunction with the evidence of PW1, informant Mukesh Boro and 

PW5 Raja Basumatary who accompanied the injured, it is crystal clear 

that accused Binod Daimari fired at Bhabesh Saharia and it was seen 

by PW1 and PW5 from close range as they accompanied the injured 

on the same bike when accused fired at Bhabesh Saharia but they 

escaped providentially. Given the evidence of PW4, supported by PW1 

and PW5, this Court do not find any reason to disbelieve their 

evidence so as to discard their evidence as unworthy of credit as there 

was no such suggestion whatsoever from the defence side that PW1 

and PW5 did not accompany PW4 Bhabesh Saharia at the relevant 

time and they had not seen the accused fired at Bhabesh Saharia.  

 

11. The fact that injured Bhabesh Saharia was fired by accused Binod 

Daimari with his gun has also been fortified by evidence of Doctor 

Nilim Kumar Deka who in his evidence deposed that on 24-06-2013, 

while he was working as Orthopedic Surgeon, Dispur Polyclinic and 

Nursing Home, Dispur, one Bhabesh Saharia was admitted in the 

Hospital with bullet injuries on various parts of his body and on 26-06-

2013, he operated the patient and removed bullets from right hand, 

left thigh and left knee. Therefore, it appears that the evidence of 

PW4 has been corroborated by evidence of PW11, Doctor Nilim Kumar 

Deka in material particulars.  

 

12. During the course of argument learned senior counsel Madhab 

Chandra Narzary argued with force that the evidence of PW1, PW4 

and PW5 are false which have been totally belied by the evidence of 

PW3, Ringsar Daimari who deposed that on the day of incident 

someone pelted stone at the house of the accused during night for 

which he could not come out of the room but when accused fired from 

his gun, he came to know that bullet hit Bhabesh Saharia in his leg. 

Thereafter, police came and seized the gun from the accused and he 

stood as witness to the seizure of the said gun. Ext.3 is the seizure 

list. Ext.3 (1) is his signature. In his cross-examination, PW3 deposed 
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that Bhabesh Saharia pelted stone in the house of accused and 

accused unable to come out from his house fired only once from his 

gun on the wall. He did not state before I/O that accused fired on the 

wall. He further stated in his cross-examination that he could not say 

whether accused fired in the air to disperse person who pelted stone 

as he was in the backside due to fear.  

 
13. However, on dispassionate and close examination of the evidence of 

PW3, Ringshar Daimary this Court fail to accept the submission of the 

learned defence counsel Sri. M.C. Narzary that PW3 in his in his cross-

examination, admitted that he was on the backside of the house out 

of fear at the time of incident. Moreover, he also admitted that he was 

a tenant in the house of accused Binod Daimary. So, naturally he will 

depose false evidence in favour of his gun wielding owner being his 

tenant. Moreover, when he was in the backside of the house there is 

less or no possibility of having seen the incident by him. Moreover, if 

his evidence is to be believed that accused fired only once at the wall 

of his house then also he appears to have deposed falsely as the 

injured suffered several bullet injuries as deposed by the victim as well 

the Medical Officer PW11 who removed three bullets from the body of 

injured. Therefore, the evidence of PW3 carries no value as it was not 

the story of the prosecution case that the injured pelted stone in the 

house of accused.  

 
14. The another faint attempt made by learned defence counsel Sri M.C. 

Narzary to save the accused from criminal liability is that even if it is 

assumed that accused fired at the injured, it will not likely to hit the 

accused on the right hand wrist and on the inner side of the thigh of 

left leg because admittedly accused fired at the injured from the 

eastern side while moving in a bike from north to south. It is most 

unlikely to cause bullet injury to such places of body because the 

injury might have been caused on the left hand or left leg thigh on the 

dorsal side not in the inner side as deposed by Medical Officer. Having 

carefully considered the submission of the learned counsel and on 
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careful examination of the evidence of the injured and his colleagues 

who had seen the accused firing to Bhabesh Saharia, it appears that 

accused fired at them from the eastern side of the road when they 

were moving from north to south and in such a situation when the 

person who rode the bike with two pillion riders on the back, both his 

legs left wide open, if accused fired the bullet in angle than naturally 

the bullet fired by him will likely to hit on the inner side of left leg as 

well as the inner side of right hand wrist and the learned trial court in 

the impugned judgment rightly discarded the argument of the learned 

defence counsel that when bullet fired from the east side to a person 

moving from north to south in a bike, it is unlikely to hit the person in 

the right hand wrist or left leg thigh (medial aspect of the knee). This 

Court also after examination of the evidence of the prosecution 

witnesses and the circumstances in the backdrop of Ext.6 (Sketch 

Map) do not find any substance in the submission of the learned 

defence counsel on this count. There is no dispute that injuries caused 

to Bhabesh Saharia were bullet injuries which are grievous in nature 

(Ext.8) as deposed by Dr. N.N. Phukan of Dispur Polyclinic &Nursing 

Home and there is not even a suggestion from the defence side to 

witnesses Mukesh Boro, PW1, Bhabesh Saharia PW4 and Raja 

Basumatary, PW5 that accused fired at them straight at 90 degree 

angle. The fact that accused fired from his licensed gun has been 

proved by the evidence of PW9, Tridip Thakuria who immediately after 

received of the information about the incident, visited the house of 

accused alongwith Addl. S.P. and Dy. S.P. Udalguri and recovered and 

seized the following articles from the house of Binod Daimary:- 

(i). SBBL USA Gun (12 bore) vide Gun No. 233156, 

(ii). Six numbers of live cartridges special 65 mm (12 bore), 

(iii). Five numbers of live cartridges (long range) 70 mm (12 bore), 

(iv). One NP bore pistol number 127966 (7.65 mm) LLAMA (Spain) 

along with one magazine, 

v). 19 numbers of 7.65 mm live ammunitions, 
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vi) One Arms License in the name of Binod Daimari vide No-41/udl 

against NP Bore Pistol No-127966 LLAMA (Spain) renewed up to 

31.12.14. 

vii) One Arms License of USA Gun No. 233156 bearing License No. 650, 

originally in the name of Khagendra Daimari.  

 
15. Now, on perusal of the impugned judgment it appears that learned 

trial Court convicted the accused under Section 326/307 IPC but 

acquitted the accused from the charge under Section 27 of Arms Act 

on the ground that at the time of seizure the weapons are not 

prohibited arms and ammunitions as per Section 7 of Arms Act. It is 

seen that prosecution sanction was given to try the accused under 

Section 27 of the Arms Act but the prosecution sanction does not 

indicate for violation of which provision of the Arms Act, sanction has 

been granted for prosecution. It is also seen that though the I/O vide 

seizure list Ext.3 seized the Arms license of USA Gun No. 233156 

bearing license No. 650 originally issued in the name of Khagendra 

Daimari and another Arms license bearing No. 41/UDL of NP bore 

Pistol No. 127966 LLAMA (Spain) renewed up to 31.12.14 vide Ext.7. 

But those licenses have not been produced in Court for which this 

Court is not in a position to read the terms and conditions under which 

licenses were issued. Therefore, as rightly held by learned trial Court 

in the absence of clear violation of the terms and conditions of the 

Arms licenses, it is difficult to convict the accused under Section 27 of 

Arms Act. Accused person also cannot be convicted under Section 30 

of the Arms Act in the absence of clear prove of violation of the terms 

and conditions of the Arms licenses. Therefore, this Court do not find 

any infirmity in the finding of the learned trial Court to interfere in the 

aspect of acquittal of accused under Section 27 of Arms Act.  

 

16. As far as the finding of the guilt of the accused under Section 326/307 

IPC by the learned trial Court, this Court also do not see any illegality 

or infirmity in convicting the accused person under the aforesaid two 

Sections of the Indian Penal Code.  
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17. Firstly- the injuries suffered by the victim Bhabesh Saharia is well 

covered within the definition of Eighthly, of Section 320 IPC, which 

says that any hurt which endangers life or which causes the sufferer 

to be during the space of twenty days in severe bodily pain, or unable 

to follow his ordinary pursuits. The bullet injury definitely endangers 

life because, if bullet hits on the vital part of the body than there is 

every likelihood of causing death of the injured. Though the injured 

survived the bullet injury, nevertheless, it caused hurt to him on his 

left thigh (medial aspect) and wrist of the right hand which are 

grievous in nature as the said injuries falls within the periphery of the 

definition of Eighthly of Section 320 IPC punishable under Section 

326 IPC.  

 
18. This fact has been corroborated by the opinion rendered by Forensic 

expert (Ext.10) wherein it is said in the result of his examination 

report that Ext. A is dangerous for life and property when fired 

properly. Though the expert was not examined in Court his opinion 

has been proved through the evidence of PW12, Swapan Kumar Seal, 

O/C Udalguri which is admissible in evidence under Section 45 of 

Indian Evidence Act.  

 
19. Section 307 IPC consist of two parts, first- if the accused does any act 

with such intention or knowledge and under such circumstances that, 

if he by that act caused death, he would be guilty of murder and 

punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which 

may extend to ten years and shall also be liable to fine. Secondly- if 

hurt is caused to any person by such act, the offender shall be liable 

either to imprisonment for life or to such punishment as is herein 

before mentioned.  

 
20. In the present case, after considering the definition of Section 307 IPC 

it is seen that the act of the accused definitely falls within the second 

part of the definition of Section 307 IPC because accused admittedly 

caused hurt to Bhabesh Saharia by firing bullets and this fact has been 
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candidly narrated by none other than the injured person himself 

fortified by the evidence of PW1, PW5 who are eye witnesses 

supported by PW10 and PW11. Though the injured survived the bullet 

injury, nevertheless, if it caused hurt in vital part it might have caused 

death of the injured. Irrespective of the fact that the injured survived 

it does not mean that accused had fired without any intention to kill 

him. Accused fired the injured with that intention and knowledge that 

the bullet injury likely to cause death but the injured survived 

providentially. Nevertheless, the act of the accused in the considered 

view of this Court certainly attract the second part of the definition of 

Section 307 IPC and accused was rightly found guilty on this count by 

the learned trial Court. Therefore, this Court do not find any infirmity 

in the findings of the learned trial Court.  

 

21. In the impugned judgment the learned trial Court convicted and 

sentenced the accused Binod Daimary 3(three) years rigorous 

imprisonment and fine of Rs. 10,000/- (Ten Thousand) each under 

both the penal provisions of sections 307/326 IPC and in default of 

payment of fine direct the accused to undergo simple imprisonment of 

2 (two) months each.  

 
22. In the second part of Section 307 IPC carries punishment with 

imprisonment for life or imprisonment of either description for a term 

which may extend to ten years and shall also be liable to fine. 

 
23. On the other hand Section 326 IPC carries punishment with 

imprisonment for life or imprisonment of either description for a term 

which may extend to ten years and shall also be liable to fine.  

 
24. Since both the penal provision carries punishment up to imprisonment 

for life or imprisonment of either description for a terms which may 

extend to ten years along with fine, but in view of Section 377 Cr.P.C. 

this Court cannot enhance the sentence than the sentence awarded by 

the learned trial Court on the ground of inadequacy of sentence as the 
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prosecution did not move any application praying for enhancement of 

sentence awarded by the learned trial Court.  

 
25. In the above backdrop, the sentence awarded by the learned trial 

Court is upheld in toto.  

 

26. Accused is accordingly directed to surrender in the learned trial Court 

to undergo the sentences after one month from today i.e. 25-03-2021, 

if accused do not choose to prefer appeal in the higher Court against 

the judgment.  

 
27. Let Sessions Case No. 102/17 of the Court of Asst. Sessions Judge, 

Udalguri be send back alongwith a copy of this judgment.  

 
28. Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this 25th day of 

February, 2021.  

 
 
 
Dictated and corrected by me   

   

Sessions Judge,     Sessions Judge, 

Udalguri.     Udalguri. 
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